
 

'Death shadow' dinosaur unearthed in
Argentina

May 3 2022, by Liliana Samuel

  
 

  

Argentine paleontologist Mauro Aranciaga with a graphic illustration of Maip
macrothorax towering over a human.

Argentine paleontologists have announced the discovery of an apex-
predator dinosaur that measured three stories from nose to tail and
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eviscerated its prey with sharp, curved claws.

The six-ton giant, the largest megaraptor unearthed to date, fed on
smaller dinosaurs that it ripped to shreds with its talons before digging
into their intestines, paleontologist Mauro Aranciaga told AFP.

It would have been the "apex predator" of its time, said Aranciaga—well
deserving of its chilling scientific name "Maip macrothorax."

The first part, "Maip," is derived from an "evil" mythological figure of
Patagonia's indigenous Aonikenk people.

The character was associated with "the shadow of the death" that "kills
with cold wind" in the Andes mountains, according to a study reporting
the find in the Nature journal Scientific Reports.

The second part, "macrothorax," refers to the enormous expanse of the
creature's chest cavity—some 1.2 meters (3.9 feet) wide.

'Childhood dream'

The newly-identified monster measured nine to 10 meters in length,
larger than any previously discovered type of megaraptor—a group of
flesh-eating giants that once roamed what is now South America,
according to Aranciaga's team.

It lived about 70 million years ago towards the end of the Cretaceous
period in what was then a tropical forest, long before the Andes
mountain range and glaciers that now define Patagonia.
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Maip macrothorax lived about 70 million years ago towards the end of the
Cretaceous period.

The killer reptile had two sharp, curved claws per front paw, each talon
some 40 centimeters (15.7 inches) long.

Aranciaga, now 29, had the good fortune of finding the first piece of
Maip on his first-ever professional expedition three years ago to
Argentina's Santa Cruz province.

This led to months of meticulous digging, cleaning and classification of a
large cache of bones: vertebrae as well as bits of rib, hip, tail and arm.

"When I lifted the vertebra and saw that it had the characteristics of a
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megaraptor, it was really a huge thrill," recalled Aranciaga.

  
 

  

The killer reptile had two sharp, curved claws per front paw that it used to
eviscerate prey.

"Somehow I fulfilled my childhood dream... finding a new fossil and it
turning out to be a megaraptor: the group in which I specialize," he told
AFP.

Maip was one of the last megaraptors to inhabit Earth before the
dinosaurs went extinct about 66 million years ago, according to Fernando
Novas of the Argentine Museum of Natural Sciences' Laboratory of
Comparative Anatomy.
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It is also the southernmost megaraptor ever found, added Aranciaga, a
doctoral fellow at Argentina's National Scientific and Technical
Research Council (Conicet).

  More information: Alexis M. Aranciaga Rolando et al, A large
Megaraptoridae (Theropoda: Coelurosauria) from Upper Cretaceous
(Maastrichtian) of Patagonia, Argentina, Scientific Reports (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41598-022-09272-z
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